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**Cook Hall Proves It's Not A Game Other Than Basketball**

**BY DERRIL SMITH**

*Sports Editor*

Team 1867 defeated Florida State, 51-44, in the championship game, which was held at Ohio State. Montgomery, head coach of the Nationals, said, "The victory means so much to us because no one expected it. They had a great opportunity to say goodbye to graduating seniors and graduate school graduates."

"The team's victory against Florida State means so much to us because no one expected it. They had a great opportunity to say goodbye to graduating seniors and graduate school graduates."

When asked about the National Intramural Recreation Association's (NIRA) championship, Montgomery said, "We are all very excited about our team's performance at this event. It is the first time in our team's history that we have qualified for the national championship, and we are very proud of our players for their hard work and dedication."

The team's victory against Florida State means so much to us because no one expected it. They had a great opportunity to say goodbye to graduating seniors and graduate school graduates."

Montgomery also added that the team's success has inspired other teams to improve their performance and that the team will continue to work hard to maintain their success.
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The three men, former members of the Duke lacrosse team, were charged with the sexual assault of rape victim Crystal Mangum, a former student at North Carolina Central University, in April 2006.

McNeil, a senior in criminal justice at N.C. Central, participated in a presentation on March 13, 2007, at which Mangum was present.

Crystal Mangum, 20, of Wake Forest, was hired to work at a Duke sorority as a cleaning lady on April 15. She later testified that she had received a positive job reference from her former employer.

According to Cooper, Mangum was fired from her job at the sorority because she told everyone "that she had been raped by three Duke players." Cooper said that Mangum had claimed the three players raped her in the early days of the case to see if her story would be believed.

For the first time, Mangum acknowledged that she had fabricated her story.

Cooper dismissed the charges.

The parents were very proud of the NCCU family and the various accounts given by Mangum.

Mangum was radiator in police psychology.

According to court documents obtained by the Campus Editor, Mangum was having marital problems.

Outside the McClain Hall auditorium, Mangum's family and friends held vigil in support of Mangum, with many hugging each other.

Part of me is disappointed, she admitted, said Mark Sandy, an attorney for Mangum's family.

If you think about the course of events over all, she said, it is surprising that we didn't really know the story.

"We built a [a relationship with Duke University, especially with the student body that had not been there before," Mangum said.

Cooper said on April 11 that he had dropped the case "based on the significant disagreement and the different accounts from the three individuals." Mangum's story was that she had been raped by three Duke players.

The case put Duke and its students at a disadvantage nationally. But the two institutions were able to work together.

They also began to look at the problem as an opportunity to create a social awareness for students from the two schools.

The incident occurred on March 13, 2007, at a Durham, N.C., house.
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"I was excited to see professional students who do not have class time to get jobs before and after graduation," Crimp said.

The weeks before the S.A.R.C. event were some of the most challenging.

"I'm excited to work with professional students who do not have class time to get jobs before and after graduation," said Crimp.

Class of 2011 team leaders played major roles in the coordination of the event, along with the other 18 students.

The weekend began with a welcome reception on Friday at the School of Business and for prospective students along with their families.

During the welcoming reception, a few teams presented what they had learned from our courses.

To celebrate the success of the S.A.R.C. event, the school hosted a reception for students and their families on Sunday.

"It was a great turn out for the fashion show. We were so proud of our classmates," said Lauren Rogers.

Parents and prospective students enjoyed a buffet on Friday along with a fashion show.
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Concerns Discussed About Race Relations

FRANKLIN, Page 1

Franklin praised the black community, the white community did not regard him with the same admiration. Franklin said Lincoln believed blacks and whites could never live together. "After the war, he took the view that blacks and whites could never live together. They should be resettled out of the country," Franklin said.

Franklin spoke of how the black elite sought to settle in Lincoln during the war to help them become more integrated into society, but they were severely disappointed when Lincoln's reputation was maybe it would be better if they emigrated elsewhere. "If Lincoln could save the Union, Republicans saved of the slaves, or all of the slaves, he would. Although freeing the slaves was never one of his first priorities," Franklin said.

"Do you think Reconstruction for the slaves would have been different if Lincoln moved his plan a year or two earlier?" Schmoke asked Franklin. "If I think it, it would have been impossible. I think the war was lost on his mind, he would have been impossible. I think the war was lost, it all "will have anything left in his works toward giving slaves any compensation or land," Franklin said.

Schmoke posed a final question in regards to many matters continuing to be a concern for hundreds of years. He asked Franklin if there was anything that could have been done to "help improve race relations."

"I think there could have been done. It was not enough to set the slaves free and pass the 13th and 14th Amendment. The slaves had no resources. Forty acres and a mule was not enough, especially when they failed to receive other things. The black population was poor and uneducated. Women were left with nothing," Franklin said.

Britney Blonde, a junior, thought major, was perplexed for the event said, "I was an honor to hear him speak. I wish more people attended to hear his views on Abraham Lincoln and African-American history. I was fortunate to learn much myself."

also, instructors will be provided for types of women.

Maya Hall wishes to send a special "thanks" to all of the HU computer students who participated in the ResFest team. It was certainly here in the same without you!

LEAPON | AGAINST CHILDHOOD CAVITIES, UNMET DENTAL NEEDS, AND BABY BOTTLE TOOTH DECAY.

Why pack them or store them? Get CASH for your used books.

April 25 - May 10

April 25 - 27, Wed. - Fri. 9:30 - 5:00
April 30 - May 4, Mon. - Wed. 9:30 - 5:00
May 7 - 9, Mon. - Wed. 9:30 - 5:00
May 10, Thurs. 9:30 - 5:00
LAW SCHOOL BUYBACK:
Thurs. April 26, 10:30 - 2:00
Wed. April 25, 10:30 - 2:00
Photo ID Required
We buy all books having resale value. In addition, books on the retail list may not have received an adoption. We buy all books having resale value. Also, instructors will be provided for types of women.
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Do you want a career that can be summed up on a piece of paper and filed away?

Or a career that inspires others? When you join the United States Air Force with a college degree as a second lieutenant, you have the opportunity to lead from day one. And as a commissioned officer, you’ll enjoy many benefits not often found at most Fortune 500 companies — including the respect of an entire country.

AIRFORCE.COM • 1-800-423-USAF

Interview for an Exciting New Opportunity with NSA

NSA has exciting career opportunities available for entry level Contracting Specialists and Budget Analysts. Your business knowledge and skills will support the internal infrastructure of a federal agency comparable in size and budget to the top 10 percent of Fortune 500 companies, as well as assist in impacting the future of our Nation.

Interview with NSA

To interview with NSA, you must first submit your resume online by Thursday, April 19, 2007.

If your qualifications match our needs, you will be contacted directly with an invitation to join us at our Career Invitational, or visit NSA for a personal interview at another time.

For additional details and to apply online, visit www.NSA.gov/Careers/invite.

U.S. citizenship is required for all applicants. NSA is an equal opportunity employer and adheres to applicable employment laws and regulations.

WHERE INTELLIGENCE GOES TO WORK

THE HILLTOP
The XO, a smaller-sized laptop designed for children in developing nations, is powered by a hand generator. Instead of using battery power or electricity, the XO is designed to run on any source of energy that can be converted into electricity, such as wind, solar, or even human body heat. The design is intended to be sturdy and affordable, with a plastic shell that can withstand rough handling. The laptop is controlled by a simple user interface, called "Sugar," which makes it easy for children to use. The XO is being developed by the non-profit One Laptop per Child (OLPC) project, which aims to provide affordable computing power to children in developing countries.

Innovative Laptop Designed for Needy Children

This innovation highlights the potential for technology to bring about significant improvements in the lives of children in developing nations. By replacing traditional computer hardware with a hand-generator powered device, the XO laptop offers a sustainable and accessible solution to the problem of providing educational resources to children who may not have access to electricity. The simplicity of the Sugar interface and the ability of the laptop to operate without electricity make it a truly innovative design that has the potential to revolutionize education in regions where traditional electronic devices may be out of reach.

R ichey Hofflett, a freshman adven­
ture major, also said the machine could be useful. "I think that laptops have dif­ferent uses, and it could be helpful to know which way would help," Hofflett said.

Ancestry.com Reunites Families

In 2006, Ancestry.com launched the first database of historical records in its industry. This, according to MSNBC's John Maeda, a user interface designer, "is the moment of truth for the XO. Some are saying that this is a new paradigm for computing, that it's going to replace the traditional computer."

"It's a new paradigm," said Maeda. "It's going to replace the traditional computer." The XO is designed to be a lightweight, portable device that can be used in any location. The laptop's interface is very simple, with a large display screen and easy-to-use buttons. The XO is also very affordable, making it accessible to people around the world.

Innovation and sustainability, such as Mary's and David's XO, are using a body measurement scanning machine called "Suigi" to avoid buying clothes that don't fit.

"When you make a correct size, you can accomplish this," said Ashley Irwin, a fresh­man fashion merchandising major. "You want your jeans to make you look a certain way, so you want to do this."
ATTENTION
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
UNDERGRADUATE & GRADUATE STUDENTS
President
H. Patrick Swygert
CAMPUS WIDE
TOWN HALL MEETING
WHEN: MONDAY, APRIL 16, 2007
WHERE: BLACKBURN CENTER BALLROOM
TIME: 6:00PM - 7:30PM
Howard, Morgan State Continue Annual Tradition as Lacrosse Expands Reach

By Tim Thomas Moore & Carrie Grant

The Howard men’s lacrosse club faced Morgan State mostly from Maryland and the Washington, D.C., area, but also from New Jersey and North Carolina.

Howard had its season’s high point of 12-3 in the regular season. Morgan State has been nailing down a win, with a 3-3 record.

Despite the Howard players’ feelings about the sport, the Howard seniors were excited about the game. Coach Darryl Marrero said, “I have to go with the New Jersey Nets.”

The event attracted more than 270 participants between the ages of five and 14 mostly from Maryland and the Washington, D.C., area, but also from New Jersey and North Carolina.

“I get to talk to the kids and I’m glad to see that they’re as proud of us as we are of them,” said coach Jester Scott, assistant coach from Morgan State, said.

Howard’s Brent Robinson and Morgan State’s Anthony Wiseman were among the players who were on hand.

The creation of the Howard men’s lacrosse club in the 2004-2005 season has given many of the players the opportunity to compete in a sport they had never played before.

“It was always wanted to play, but I never had the opportunity,” Wiseman said.

Carpe takes credit as those who influence both teams to allow the next lacrosse teams to compete at the NCAA level.

For the last two years, the game has been part of the Melting Pot, a pedal ninth and tournament sponsored by STL, a lacrosse equipment manufacturer, and the Sport’s governing body.

The Howard men’s lacrosse club faced Morgan State during the third annual All-Black Lacrosse Game.

NBA Teams Look to Finish Strong, Rouse Seeds Heading Into Playoffs

By Ginger Walls

With the NBA playoffs starting Saturday, many teams are caught in a crunch time situation, trying to win or lose before the regular season ends. As crunch time approaches, many teams are hoping to make the best of their final games before the playoffs.

Many teams are finishing up their seasons as others will go on to compete for the title of the best team in the league.

With the defending champions, the Miami Heat, already set to take on the East, the Chicago Bulls will go against the number two seed Phoenix Suns will take on the Los Angeles Lakers. The number three seed, the San Antonio Spurs will go up against the number six seed, the New Jersey Nets. The number seven seed, the Denver Nuggets. The number nine seed, the Dallas Mavericks, will take on the Los Angeles Lakers.

The Eastern Conference is very tight compared to the Western Conference. Both have the best record overall this year, and they may even place in reverse order for the regular season. Most experts said they would be done by Dallas because the area has the strength to take it all, other teams such as the number one seed in the East, the Detroit Pistons, the number two seed in the West, the Phoenix Suns, cannot be counted out. Anything can happen in the playoffs.

As an aside, the Miami Heat came from nowhere last year to seal the title. The number two seed in the West, the Chicago Bulls, has also improved from last season, and are now hoping for a shot at the playoffs.

Collier said, "The Nats recently defeated the Senators and the Mets have disappointed us as they keep tight to their playoff spot. The pressure is on the Orlando Magic, who must beat the Boston Celtics to secure a spot in the playoffs.

Howard’s senior forward, Darryl Hudson, is going strong for his future. He is the number one seed in the West, the Phoenix Suns, cannot be counted out. Anything can happen in the playoffs.

As an aside, the Miami Heat came from nowhere last year to seal the title. The number two seed in the West, the Chicago Bulls, has also improved from last season, and are now hoping for a shot at the playoffs.

The Eastern Conference is very tight compared to the Western Conference. Both have the best record overall this year, and they may even place in reverse order for the regular season. Most experts said they would be done by Dallas because the area has the strength to take it all, other teams such as the number one seed in the East, the Detroit Pistons, the number two seed in the West, the Phoenix Suns, cannot be counted out. Anything can happen in the playoffs.

The event attracted more than 270 participants between the ages of five and 14 mostly from Maryland and the Washington, D.C., area, but also from New Jersey and North Carolina.

“I get to talk to the kids and I’m glad to see that they’re as proud of us as we are of them,” said coach Jester Scott, assistant coach from Morgan State, said.

Numerous players in Major League Baseball were the number 42 in commemoration of Jackie Robinson (right) Sunday as the league celebrated Jackie Robinson Day.

TODAY IN SPORTS HISTORY...

On April 16, 1980, tennis champion Arthur Ashe retired from professional tennis.
Students Crossing The Cultural Boundaries in Dating

By Jessica M. Littles

For decades, crossing racial lines while dating has been seen as a taboo in the black community. However, while many black men and women have progressed and is not easier to see a black man and a white woman walking hand in hand. Many wonder why students who date whites view the dating process as being different in some extent. Background

BY JESSICA M. LITTLES

Edwin Green, a black American student recently crossed the cultural boundaries in education. Edwin Green, Ph.D., an associate professor in the department, does not believe students should be judgmental about dating outside their culture. In this case, students are more likely to be judgmental at each other.

"There are certainly cultural differences to some extent. Background differences usually have an effect, but it does not have to be in any meaningful way," she said.

While interracial dating remains a topic of debate in the black community, dating among blacks of different cultures has its own implications.

BY JESSICA M. LITTLES

According to the U.S. Department of Justice, in 2004, more than 40,000 cases of domestic violence were reported to the National Domestic Violence Hotline. This figure is a small fraction of the actual number of incidents, as many cases go unreported. Domestic violence is a serious issue that affects individuals of all races and backgrounds.

BY JESSICA M. LITTLES

The latest album by Reggae artist Beenie Man, "The Hilltop," is not something to be recommended to a friend, or even a foe. So take the rapist to court.

BY JESSICA M. LITTLES

The Hilltop

Reggae Fans Choke on New Fishbone Album

By Candace Williams

What do fans get when they miss the Red Hot Chili Peppers' "Bolsa Grande"? Here's one fan's take on this. But while dating has been a taboo with some cultures, the latest album by the rock band Fishbone, "Skank 'N Go Nuttz," is not something to be recommended to a friend, or even a foe. So take the rapist to court.

BY JESSICA M. LITTLES

In 2001, more than 50,000 DVF headsets were manufactured for the name with this one. "I'm not sure to conform acts as an incentive for pricey mobile purchases. In 2004, Motorola announced that it is launching limited editions of the signature DVF wrap dress that was designed by Diane Von Furstenberg. These special editions are limited quantities.

BY JESSICA M. LITTLES

Experts also predicted worldwide membership would reach about 3 million Americans by 2005. These are basically collectors items, as one suggesting that the metallic gold and silver motif mixed with the red and black theme of the album is not something that you will see again. This is something that you will see in students' decision to date outside of the black community, even though some students limit their families would not have problems with crossing cultural boundaries, others do have problems of which crossing cultural boundaries would be in the best interest of minority students.

BY JESSICA M. LITTLES

In the past, men had to do much for trying something new, but even female artists such as the Black Eyed Peas and the Red Hot Chili Peppers end up being quoted for their music. The majority of students on campus are willing to work through these issues, but they don't see it being a long-term problem." she said.

BY JESSICA M. LITTLES
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Although this became a nation...
**ATTENTION TALENTED HU STUDENTS!**
The Howard University Alumni Association (HUA) is looking for talented HU students to provide entertainment for their Annual Volunteer Awards Reception on May 11, 2007.

**HEAVENLY SALON IN PARTNERSHIP WITH HU TRANSFER STUDENT ASSOCIATION PRESENTS! SPRING BLOW & GRADUATION HAIR & MAIL SPECIALS $10.00 OFF/$10.00 OFF SERVICE PROVIDES FULL SET MANICURE PEDICURE WASH & BLOW & CURL WRAPS FLEXIROD CALIFORNIA PRESS LOCKS & TWISTS FOR APPOINTMENTS DANA ANDRE NIGIL KANITHIA TONYA (BRAIDING) JOY (NAILS) KERRI (NAILS)

**OFFER ENDS JUNE 1ST 2007**

**ALPHA NU OMEGA WEEK:**
April 16 – 20th 2007
- WALKING WITH A PURPOSE 4/16/07
- BIBLE STUDY WITH HUCC IN HILLTOP LOUNGE @ 8PM, PARTY ON YARD @ 9:30PM, @ 17/07
- MONEY MGMT. 101 IN SB AUDITORIUM @ 7PM
- 4/18/07 PRAYER CIRCLE MAIN YARD @ 6:15PM
- 4/19/07 BREATHE EASY POETRY CIPHER @ COKE HALL @ 7PM

**LOOKING FOR ENERGETIC, FLEXIBLE, DETAIL ORIENTED AND CREATIVELY INTENT ON WORK FOR LOCAL COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE FIRM. DO NOT APPLY TO THE BUSINESS MAJOR**

---

**The Train Is Coming....**

**CONGRATULATIONS**
92 R.E.F.I.N.E.D

**WE LOVE YOU**

137 P.R.I.V.Y

*Your Journey Has Been Arduous, But You Have Made It!!*


...And We Know He Watches You...